
Xirius 1088



2012 marks 150 years since the birth of Daniel Swarovski, the man who had the vision to 

create a «diamond» for every woman. Appropriately, it also represents another important 

milestone: the company he founded over a century ago has just taken a major step forward 

in its tradition of innovation. Meet XIRIUS 1088, Swarovski’s most brilliant crystal

element – a tribute in which Daniel Swarovski’s vision and legacy live on, and the perfect 

way to honor his birthday.

Named after Sirius, the brightest star in the galaxy, XIRIUS 1088’s intricate gemstone-like 

cut, rich color, and enhanced foiling have combined to produce an exceptionally durable 

new generation of crystal, taking it one step closer to the diamond. 

XIRIUS 1088 is made according to the ADVANCED CRYSTAL standard, the new DNA of 

crystal. Its new lead-free and superior formula doesn’t only exceed today’s most demanding 

industry requirements, it also anticipates those of tomorrow. For SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS’ 

partners throughout the world, ADVANCED CRYSTAL is the responsible choice that leads the 

way to success in the market.

Xirius 1088
Brilliance redefined
one step closer to the diaMond



2.5× Greater BriGhtness
Brilliance at its peaK – Genuinely sparKlinG desiGns

Distinctively superior at fi rst sight, XIRIUS 1088 achieves the impossible by outshining 

every expectation. Its fi re and light return, demonstrated scientifi cally as well as being 

evident to the naked eye, elevate the value of the crystal chaton to a height previously 

associated only with diamonds and fi ne jewelry.

By solving the mystery of the symbiotic relationship between light and radiance,

advanced materials and cut, XIRIUS 1088 unlocks record brilliance in every chaton from 

size PP14 upwards.

XIRIUS 1088MARKET STANDARD



100% perfection 
flawless cut – Quality Guaranteed

Faceting is the key to crystal’s sparkle – and sparkle, in turn, is the essence of its 

irresistibility. The secret to maximizing radiance lies in the exact interplay of multi-

layered facets and angles. XIRIUS 1088 does precisely that and is a flawless continuation 

of Swarovski’s inventive and scientifically engineered «X-Cut technology». Its complex 

gemstone-like cut utilizes the science of geometry to its fullest extent: high-precision, 

quality-controlled geometrical and optical measuring, and state-of-the-art technology enable 

the stacking of triangle on triangle on triangle until it reaches an unmatched brilliance. 

The result? A tour de force in faceting.

refinement
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2× Greater lonGevity 
platinuM pro for MaxiMuM resistance – extended lifespan

In creating XIRIUS 1088, Swarovski has sought to satisfy customers like never before by 

setting a new standard for the crystal chaton’s lifespan. Using its research capabilities 

and innovative technology, Swarovski has developed Platinum Pro, an enhanced foiling 

that has increased the durability of XIRIUS 1088, guaranteeing an exceptionally long 

life. Specially engineered to meet all regulatory requirements and withstand even the 

most demanding processing methods such as soldering and electroplating, SWAROVSKI 

ELEMENTS are better equipped than any other chaton on the market to resist damage 

from common environmental factors such as chlorine, salt water, and perfume.

PL ATINUM PRO

MARKET STANDARD

* Test results after 120 hours of chemical exposure testing (extended quality tests): 
100% of crystals with Platinum Pro remain, 50% of crystals with the market standard 
have come loose or are defective.

ChEMICAL EXPOSURE TEST

durability

100% 
ADhESION*

50% 
ADhESION*

 
AF TER 120h*
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88+
 colors

endless inspiration – a playGround for creativity

To ensure that designers are given a vast number of creative options, XIRIUS 1088 is 

available in a wide range of colors and effects whose depth and variety widely surpass those 

of top-quality cubic zirconia.

Swarovski’s researchers and trend experts are always on the cutting edge of future 

trends, launching new colors and effects twice a year. With countless possible product 

combinations, SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS offers an amazingly versatile material for

creative use.

Variety

XIRIUS 1088 IS AVAIL ABLE IN
ThE FOLLOWING STONE SIZES:

XIRIUS 1088Ar t.  1100



100% peace of Mind 
advanced crystal – the new dna of crystal 

XIRIUS 1088 is produced entirely according to the new ADVANCED CRYSTAL standard. 

Much more than merely compliant with the strictest laws on the planet, this patented, lead-

free* formula has changed the DNA of Swarovski’s crystal. hassle-free, rigorously tested, 

and completely reliable, it is quite simply the most advanced crystal composition on the 

market today, providing perfect peace of mind.

responsibility

SUPERIOR 

ADVANCED CRYSTAL raises the bar for quality and sustainability in the industry. With 

its pioneering technology it not only conforms to current valid norms and regulations, it 

anticipates those of tomorrow.

BRILLIANT 

ADVANCED CRYSTAL adds value to your assortment by being superior and providing the 

same sparkle, variety, and dependability that Swarovski is famous for.

LEAD-FREE* 

Products labeled with ADVANCED CRYSTAL are free from intentionally added lead in 

the crystal composition and in other materials used in forward-integrated solutions from 

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.

*  Crystal glass and all other materials  
containing 0.009% lead or less.



44% value 
Made with swarovsKi eleMents – hiGher custoMer confidence 

throuGh certified authenticity

Quality and authenticity are crucial. As studies have shown, consumers are willing to pay as 

much as 44% more for jewelry made with genuine SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS than for jewelry 

made with other crystal.

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS have the ability to enchant, inspire, and delight. This, in turn, has 

the power to boost your margins by up to 44% just by adding SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS to 

your retail selection. Become our branding partner and make full use of the comprehensive 

benefits of the Ingredient Branding Program.

Branding partners have the opportunity to distinguish their products with the «MADE WITh 

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS» tag. It serves as a certificate of authenticity, the guarantee that 

only the highest quality crystals have been used in the creation of charming design pieces. 

Add sparkle to your business with the world’s most distinctive crystal elements.

hiGher perceived



desiGners’
choice since 1895
pioneerinG spirit – a heritaGe of innovation and leadership

Since it was fi rst founded in 1895, Swarovski has evolved into one of the world’s most 

infl uential brands. The designers’ love affair with SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS dates back to 

the 1920s and 1930s, when luminaries such as Coco Chanel began incorporating Swarovski 

crystal into their couture collections. SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS, the premium brand for the 

fi nest crystal elements manufactured by Swarovski, has been a key ingredient in jewelry and 

fashion ever since.

As the leading designers’ choice since 1895, Swarovski has made the world brighter and 

more beautiful than ever. Daniel Swarovski set the spirit and Swarovski continues to forge 

ahead – inspired by what came before, invigorated by what lies ahead.
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